Riviera International Academy
Assignment-2077
(Jestha 05, 2077, Monday)
Class: Seven
Subject - English
Study the given rules and complete the exercises.
Question Tag
·
A tag question is a short question added to the end of an assertive or imperative
sentence.
·
We use tag questions to confirm or check information or ask for agreement.
·
We use tag questions to check whether something is true.
Some common Rules
·
Use negative tag for positive statement and positive tag for negative statement.
·
Use a comma to separate the statement and the tag question.
·
Start the tag question with a small letter.
·
End the tag question with a question mark.
·
Use the contracted forms of negative auxiliaries. (isn’t, hasn’t, wasn’t, weren’t, aren’t)
·
Use the same auxiliary verb, if it is there in the sentence.
·
Always use pronouns. Do not use nouns as the subject of the tags.
·
Use nine pronouns (I, we, you, he, she, it, they, there, one)
Negative statement----------- positive tag
Positive statement--------------negative tag
· If there is auxiliary verb in sentence use the same auxiliary verb to form question tag.
Have------- haven’t
Has--------- hasn’t
Had------------ hadn’t
Will-------------won’t
Are------------- aren’t
Am ------------- aren’t
Can-------------- can’t
· If there is no auxiliary verb in the sentence:
V1 ---------- do/ don’t
V2 ---------- did/ didn’t
V5----------- does/ doesn’t
Let’s go fishing, shall we?
Let me/ us do that, will you?
She’d rather meet a doctor, wouldn’t she? (’d + rather+v1 = would rather)
I’d like some biscuits, wouldn’t I? (‘d+ v1= would)
They’d better wait, hadn’t they? (‘d+ better+v1= had better)
He’d gone home, hadn’t he? (‘d+ v3 = had)

This/ that -------- isn’t it?
These/ those---------- aren’t they?
·
Use ‘will you’ in imperative sentences.
Come here, will you?
Open the door, will you?
·
Singular auxiliary verbs (is/ was/ has/ does) change to plural auxiliary verbs (are/ were/
have/ do) if the subjects are indefinite pronouns
Somebody/ someone/ everyone/ everybody
Everybody was singing, weren’t they?
Nobody helps me, do they?
Someone is there, aren’t they?

Subject – Science
1. Differentiate between gravitational and gravity.
2. Define distance and displacement.
3. Define scaler and vector quantity.
4. Draw an example about gravitational force
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The End.

